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Why Graphic 
Notation?

Great tool for succeeding with visual learners 
Students can see repetition and contrast 
Students can see patterns 
Students can improve their note reading skills as 
they transfer standard notation into graphic form 
Students comprehend the relationship between 
what they see and what they hear and play in a 
new and perhaps more meaningful way



History...

...or all Graphic Notation is not created 
equal!



21st Century Graphic 
Notation

Computer programs such as Garage 
Band express graphic notation in 
sound waves.   
This representation is in motion as 
the composition plays and is therefore 
not the most effective teaching tool 
for repetition and contrast.



Garage Band Graphic Notation



In the late 1940‘s & throughout the 
1950’s, graphic notation was first 
used in the form of symbols as a 
means of conveying intent to 
performers.  Avant-garde and 
experimental composers such as 
Ligeti, Penderecki, Stockhausen, and 
Cage were among the first to use this 
kind of notation.



Wagner’s The Ring  expressed in graphic 
notation by Joseph Schillinger



Ligeti’s Artikulation

Stockhausen’s Zyklus 

Crumb’s 
Makrocosmos



✴ 1976 - Sonic Design, The 
nature of Sound & Music, by 
Pozzi Escot & Robert Cogan 

Gr.5 sample of 
Erik Satie’s, 

Gymnopedie No. 
1



How it Works...
Each square horizontally is a beat 
Each square vertically is a pitch 
A Bottom half square is a flat 
A top half square is a sharp



1 beat 

pitch

sharp

flat

Provides an accurate 
stationary & visual 
reflection of the music 
that works best for 
visual learners



Effective Teaching Tool
★This is the most effective method of 

graphic notation for teaching repetition 
and contrast in music to visual learners! 

★Do You See What I Hear??



The Maine Arts 
Leadership Initiative 

Committed to providing opportunities for visual and performing arts educators 
to build and expand their knowledge and skills in teaching, learning, and 
assessment.  In addition, we will continue to intentionally recognize the 
potential in teachers as leaders and provide ways for educators to find their 
voices and spaces at the table. 

In the Fall of 2010, the Maine Department of Education launched the Maine Arts 
Assessment Initiative.  Now underway with phase six and a refined title and 
mission to better reflect our needs as a state moving forward, the Maine DOE has 
partnered with the Maine Arts Commission to continue to provide professional 
development opportunities for educators, administrators, and teaching artists.  

The Commission’s commitment to Arts Education is expressed wonderfully by Julie 
Richard, Executive Director:



“It is critical that every child in Maine is ensured access to quality, 
comprehensive arts education; and that arts educators are given all 

the tools necessary to achieve that goal.  We at the Maine Arts 
Commission are committed to strengthening arts education 

throughout the State through several means, including the Maine 
Arts Leadership Initiative… 

The Maine Arts Leadership Initiative provides arts educators the 
time and space to learn, share, and advance arts education in this 

state.  It is a wonderful model for the rest of the country to follow 
in supporting and strengthening arts education everywhere.”
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